
V2-STUB: 
Part three of The Domesticated Series
A wider, thicker, flatter, fatter, fuller, faster, floatier, 
funner,  freakishly fantastic  prodgetic-ly paddling 
stepdown version of the V2Rocket. The nose is flat, full 
and wide, the Rocker is lower overall and volume is 
generously distributed further into the rails and 
farther out to the nose and tail; So ride it a couple 
inches shorter, and a good ½ wider, than a Rocket or 
V2 to get that great “Rocket” feeling in even smaller, 
more crowded junky waves. Shown here in 
"E-Technologies" EPS and SuperSap Epoxy, with 
mosaic bamboo inlay deck and resin tint bottom. All 
V2 Stubs are designed with 5 fin options.

www.lostenterprises.com/surfboards/
http://mayhembiolos.posterous.com/

 THE DOMESTICATED SERIES:
It happens to most of us. We spend our younger years rallying against anything that stands in front of us, running rampant and causing chaos. Surf 
all day, rage all night and to hell with the consequences. But then society and, to some degree, conformity grab hold and tame our wild ways. 
Responsibilities rear and priorities pile up. Water time drops down, waist sizes inch up and life settles in. When you do get in the water, the last thing 
you need is more work, more grief and difficulty. Precious time in the brine should be fun and easy. It shouldn’t add to lifes stresses and struggles. To 
help make every hard earned and precious session a success, we bring you the “Domesticated Series”: Generous volume boards designed for having 
a good time… in your free time, and free you from the drudgery of every day dealings. Minimalistic curves and design elements that allow you to 
capitalize on and control that extra volume to your advantage, both in the line up, and most importantly, on the wave….translating into higher 
waves counts without sacrificing surfing performance on those waves. That’s what The Domestic Series is all about ...good times, fun and easy.

5'2 18.5 2.13 23.2
5'3 18.75 2.18 24.5
5'4 19 2.18 25.3
5'5 19.25 2.25 26.9
5'6 19.5 2.25 27.7
5'7 19.75 2.25 28.61
5'8 20 2.32 30.3
5'9 20.25 2.32 31.2
5'10 20.5 2.44 33.7
5'11 20.75 2.5 35.5
6'0 21 2.5 37.3
6'1 21.25 2.56 38.4
6'2 21.5 2.63 40.4
6'4 21.5 2.75 42.1
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